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Parking : Opposite the house 

 
 
BY TRAIN :  
TGV to Dijon 
 
NEAREST MAJOR AIRPORTS : 
Paris, Lyon 
 
SHOPPING : Please note that apart from the Bakery, there are no shops nearby. The 
nearest supermarkets are at  Fleurey-sur-Ouche, Sombernon, Pouilly-en Auxois, 
Bligny sur Ouche, Beaune and Dijon. 
 
ARRIVAL : 
Please don’t arrive before 16.00 unless by prior arrangement. This will allow the 
housekeeper to prepare the house after the previous guests. 
 
The housekeeper will have read the electricity meter on the departure of the previous 
guests. Please ask to check if you wish to. 
 
HOUSEKEEPER / KEYS : 
Lesley Govier, who lives in Essey.  
Lesley’s contact details are : 
 
Home : 00 33 3 80 64 11 36 
 
Email : lesleygovier@yahoo.com 
 
 
DEPARTURE : 
Please let Lesley know when you are leaving.  
 
Switch off all lights and any heaters you have turned on. 
 
She will read the electricity meter and calculate any surcharge. 
  
In the absence of other instruction please leave before 10.30, lock the house and leave 
the keys in the letter-box.  
 
 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Proprietor : Bruce Cadbury, 47 Lanark Road, London W9 1DE, UK 

 
(   +44 20 7266 2389                                                                   È +44 79 6118 0348 
 



Maison Verte 
	

	
21360   La Bussière-sur-Ouche     France 

Location : 
Maison Verte is in the Valley of the River Ouche, about 30km from Dijon and 20 km 
from Pouilly-en-Auxois (on the Paris-Lyon A6 Autoroute) 
 

 
COMING BY CAR :  
If coming from Dijon, take the A38 towards Paris and after 20km take the turn-off 
to Pont du Pany and Bligny-sur-Ouche and then follow the Bligny signs D905 then 
D33 and follow the road through Sainte-Marie s/o, Gissey s/o, St. Victor s/o until you 
enter La Bussière-sur-Ouche passing the Abbaye on the right, then crossing the river 
Ouche and then the canal. Maison Verte is the second house on the left. 
 
If coming from Pouilly-en-Auxois or Beaune, head for Pont D’Ouche and then 
follow the valley on the D33 past Veuvey s/o to La Bussière-sur-Ouche. Pass the bar 
then the bakery and the house is on the right. 

 


